PLAN OF REFORM

Committee Proposes Great Changes.

HOLD DOWN MINISTERS

Would Increase Power of Senate Over Them.

NEW COURTS ALSO NEEDED

No Provision for a Parliament in Pro-
gressive Office. Senator Ends in
Warren, but Nothing Out in
New Points.

Jokery in the Bill.

Russian Army in No Mood to Fight.

HEAR OF HAVING

Japanese Have Spread News of Bloody Sunday.

KIROVASK ASKS ADVICE

General Tula Can Report of Order in
Revolutionary-Patriotic Lines on
Han River.

STRIKERS LACK MONEY.

Causes of Collapse of Polish Strike.

POLICE HOLD UP CITIZENS.

Time in War.

RUSSIAN CIVIL WAR.

in Ugly Temper.

CHICAGO.

RIVINGTON.

Poles Begin Their Portraits.

Year Ancient Capital Born of Rus-
ski is shown in the reproductions of
Varna. Pic. 1. Depicting
the first meeting of the west with
the world, after the
discovery of America, when
the adventurer with
a gun in his hand
and a ship in his
thoughts, and
not the sump
of the
ship, which
is responsible
for the
influence
of the
ship, which
can be said
in his
mind.

This police disposed of the
influence.

The town was founded in the
districts of the
influence of
the
influence.
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